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ABSTRACT

To promote engagement, recommendation algorithms on platforms like YouTube increasingly personalize users’ feeds, limiting users’ exposure to diverse content and depriving them of opportunities to reflect on their interests compared to others’ [19]. In this work, we investigate how exchanging recommendations with strangers can help users discover new content and reflect. We tested this idea by developing OtherTube—a browser extension for YouTube that displays strangers’ personalized YouTube recommendations. OtherTube allows users to (i) create an anonymized profile for social comparison, (ii) share their recommended videos with others, and (iii) browse strangers’ YouTube recommendations. We conducted a 10-day-long user study (n = 41) followed by a post-study interview (n = 11). Our results reveal that users discovered and developed new interests from seeing OtherTube recommendations. We identified user and content characteristics that affect interaction and engagement with exchanged recommendations; for example, younger users interacted more with OtherTube, while the perceived irrelevance of some content discouraged users from watching certain videos. Users reflected on their interests as well as others’, recognizing similarities and differences. Our work shows promise for designs leveraging the exchange of personalized recommendations with strangers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Social media and content sharing platforms primarily use algorithms to individualize their feeds and content in order to increase user engagement [20, 27]. These algorithms typically work by predicting what users will be interested in based on their prior interaction history [19]. This mechanism often ends up limiting the set of content that users are likely to consume, filtering out the vast majority of content available that users could have enjoyed [20]. While the resulting recommended feed may increase user engagement, users may be trapped in a "filter bubble"—that is, isolation from alternate viewpoints—potentially limiting their choices [8, 75]. However, it is challenging for users to gain awareness of their limited content consumption with all information getting intercepted by algorithms. Users with low cognitive reflection are especially susceptible to being swayed to extreme beliefs [84]. Other research shows that while some people might be aware of the existence of such filters, people hardly take actions to counteract them by methods such as clearing one’s browsing history, using a browser’s “incognito” function, and clicking liking different posts [13]. Though algorithmic improvement for diverse recommendations has been an active area of research [44, 90], it still falls short of its goal, resulting in the persistence of filters [12]. Therefore, the limitations of modern recommender systems raise the need for design interventions that can facilitate diverse content discovery, reflection, and understanding.

One potential intervention that could burst algorithmic bubbles is presenting diverse viewpoints to users [65, 74]. For example, in the case of YouTube, one way to implement this solution is to show users recommendations that others received; that is, a collection of videos that YouTube’s algorithms recommended to other users of the platform. We anticipate that seeing recommendations from strangers may benefit users who are otherwise exposed to a limited set of content in the following ways. First, knowing the kinds of videos that are recommended to other users can facilitate reflection on one’s own tastes and consumption behaviors through social comparison. Prior research suggests that such comparison between peers could lead to improved self-knowledge or reflection [28, 93]. Second, seeing diverse recommendations from strangers could also facilitate the discovery of new content, such as content that simply seems interesting, content that specific groups of users watch, and content that a user did not know was available. In addition, presenting a proxy of strangers like an anonymous persona with recommended videos can be effective for social comparison [4, 82].

The goal of this paper is to explore the idea of exchanging algorithmically mediated recommendations as a way to facilitate content discovery and reflection, and to assess the potential barriers to such an approach in content consumption. We accomplish...
this by designing, developing, and evaluating OtherTube—a browser plug-in for YouTube—which records the videos recommended to a user from the YouTube homepage and displays them to others. OtherTube allows users to see strangers’ YouTube recommendations (see Figure 1) as part of the homepage. To facilitate better social comparison, OtherTube also lets users create an anonymous persona (see Figure 3) and display it alongside their recommended videos. Furthermore, OtherTube lets a user remove recommendations that they do not want to share. Using our design, we aim to answer the following research questions:

RQ1. How do users discover content by browsing recommendations personalized for strangers?

RQ2. What factors affect users’ interactions and engagement with recommendations personalized for strangers?

RQ3. How does browsing recommendations personalized for strangers facilitate reflection?

To answer them, we conducted a 10-day long user study with the plug-in. There were 41 participants in the study; participants had to use and interact with OtherTube each day and fill out a daily survey. In addition, we logged information about the interactions that occurred within OtherTube during that period, such as the number of videos clicked and the number of clicks to see different personas. To better understand participants’ behavior during the study, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 11 participants.

Our analyses show that OtherTube can help some users, but not all, to develop new interests and rediscover old ones by seeing strangers’ personalized recommendations. We also found that factors such as lower age and a lower need for self-reflection had a positive impact on the extent to which users browsed OtherTube content. After viewing others’ recommended videos, users understood more about their interests and how unique those interests were. Encountering other users with similar interests also gave users a sense of belonging. Overall, our results inform future developers of online social systems of various design considerations for allowing the exchange of recommendations: supporting content discovery and reflection needs, and encouraging cross-demographic interactions. We conclude by exploring the implications of our approach in creating content recommendations, curating users’ interests, and building social connections.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review existing research around content discovery and reflection pertaining to recommender systems. With our system supporting comparison with strangers, we also review related literature.

2.1 Supporting Diverse Content Discovery Online Through Recommendations

Social recommender systems have become ubiquitous over the last decade, in areas such as social media (e.g., Facebook), e-commerce (e.g., Amazon), video sharing platforms (e.g., YouTube), and recreational services (e.g., Netflix). As recommender systems have become highly accurate in estimating users’ preferences [40], it also comes with caveats when their suggestions become repetitive and monotonous [92]. With the continuation of this process, it often leads to filter bubbles where algorithms discard content opposing users’ interests [75]. These problems have prompted inquiry into diversifying users’ exposure to differing viewpoints [78]. Throughout this work, we use traditional definition of exposure diversity, i.e., the supply-side (source and content) diversity [43, 67]. To improve diverse exposure, one line of research takes diversification as a quality metric for recommender systems and introduces novel approaches to improve it [14, 44, 54, 61, 90]. For example, some scholars introduced recommendations based on “Social Diversity”, i.e., presenting recommendations from users of different social groups who are not connected [83]. To generate diverse recommendations, other scholars have suggested using content that are less popular among all users [1]. Still, others have used statistical models accounting for inter-item correlation to generate diverse recommendations on YouTube [90]. While analysis of these systems deployments show some measurable improvement, they are still lacking due to the trade-off between diversity and accuracy [94]. Furthermore, subsequent suggestions by recommender systems often depend on a user’s prior interactions. Therefore, if a user does not interact with diverse recommendation, the following ones may not be so diverse [68]. This issue can explain the persistent lack of diversity in most recommender system outputs, despite attempts to addressing diversity, and, our design does not depend on user interaction.

In parallel, there has also been some research over design-centric approach to address the issue of filter bubble on social platforms [34, 52, 62, 73, 81]. These approaches include design interventions to understand users’ own content consumption habit by showing information such as their topic-wise content consumption [81], political leaning of the sources they consume information from [65], credibility of the content they consume [9, 10] and political leaning of their own social network [34]. Some of these approaches also promote viewpoints from alternate perspectives, such as, related content from alternate sources [73] and viewpoints from a user with different political ideology [52]. Our work adapts the approach of showing alternate viewpoints for YouTube by extending a particular demography-based feed exchanging approach to a stranger-centered feed exchanging one.

2.2 Designing for Reflection Online Using Recommendations

Reflection has received significant attention in HCI works. Existing research has shown promise of reflection in various areas such as education [36, 46, 53, 86], health or wellbeing [30, 39, 80, 85], and self-knowledge or personal informatics [3, 24, 55, 57, 58]. Several models have been proposed around personal informatics systems including Li et. al.’s Stage-Based Model of Personal Informatics Systems [57], Epstein et. al.’s the Lived Informatics Model of Personal Informatics [24] and Niess et. al.’s Tracker Goal Evolution Model [70]. These models define reflection as a set of stages, from motivation to reflection [24]. Eventual purpose of many of these systems is to facilitate behavior change [7, 18, 60], especially through goal-setting [51, 63]. In the past, designing for reflection around online social space has also received some attention [5, 21, 56]. Some of the prior work on social media revolves around personal informatics [21, 56]. For example, several works track affective expressions in users social activities (e.g., posts and comments [21, 48]), thus providing insight into their personal behavior.
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Literature shows that many systems for reflection and desirable behavior changes—e.g., eating healthily, regular exercise, enhancing productivity—rely on self-tracking. However, realizing one’s filter bubbles further requires elements of social comparison where such comparison can help users recognize what is missing. Literature terms this method as interpersonal informatics [6]. Works on interpersonal informatics suggest that it can be effective for users to understand their position through projecting oneself onto others. For example, Feustel et. al. examines reflection using cohort data from multiple sources [29]. Different properties of data may also stimulate reflection including showing invisible information, allowing to compare, revealing ambiguity and providing multiple perspectives [64]. For example, some previous work shows promise of providing data for comparison [87]. However, use of recommendations in this space is sparse. Among the existing works, some used personalized recommendation as a tool to trigger reflection on a particular artifact [49, 71]. Some systems also used visualization of unfiltered and curated feeds to improve users understanding of recommender systems by reflecting on them [25, 26]. In one sense, our work promotes interpersonal informatics in the absence of social ties, by providing data from strangers. Though there are some HCI works using strangers in their designs, they relate to neither content discovery nor reflection [38, 69]. Our work draws ideas from this social comparison used for reflection and employ the approach of exchanging recommended content.

2.3 Enabling Social Comparison for Reflection

The theory behind behavior change leveraging social comparison is not new [28]. In some cases, such comparison could act as a support. In others, social comparison can trigger peer pressure which promotes competition [16, 76]. Prior studies found this mixed effect within the same system [17, 59, 91]. Research also shows that constructing better self-presentation for social comparison on sites like Facebook may lead to improved self concept and self-esteem [32, 93]. Motivated by these positive and negative implications of social comparison, we designed OtherTube to allow users to create an anonymous persona where they can share unidentifiable information selectively (e.g., gender, race/ethnicity and age group). While comparison might be easier when users can identify the person they are comparing with, it also conflicts with users’ need to preserve privacy for certain information [66]. To address this concern, Garbett and colleagues used pseudonyms and avatars, protecting users’ identities in facilitating self reflection in a group setting [31].

For YouTube, with its long history of toxic interactions [15, 72], we use a similar approach to anonymize users’ self-presentation (using pseudonyms, avatars and generic demographic information) in our design of OtherTube.

3 OTHERTUBE: DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION

To provide an environment that can be integrated into users’ YouTube usage, we built OtherTube. OtherTube is a Chrome extension usable across all operating systems; users need only use the Chrome browser to browse YouTube. Our system works by collecting a user’s YouTube recommendations—specifically, the top two or three rows of videos—each time a user visits the YouTube homepage. It stores the recommended videos in a database to be shared with strangers from the next day onward. In short, users are given access to strangers’ recommended videos (see Figure 1) in exchange for providing their own recommended videos to strangers. Figure 2 demonstrates this process. Additionally, OtherTube provides three main affordances: (a) an option to allow users to create an anonymous profile (Figure 3), (b) an option to remove collected recommendations that they may not want to share (Figure 4), and (c) an option to choose between browsing strangers’ profiles and recommendations from users’ own YouTube homepages (Figure 1). We describe each of these affordances below.

3.1 Creating an Anonymous Profile

To give users extra information about the strangers whose YouTube recommendations they are browsing, OtherTube asks each user to create an anonymous profile. For each user, we generate a random screen name—a combination of an adjective, a noun, and a number (e.g., amazedOtter)—automatically in the back end. Users can choose an avatar for their profile and set several demographic attributes. Figure 3 shows the available options. The avatar builder allows users to choose a skin tone, hair color, clothing color, and appearance. For demographic attributes, users have the option to share or not share their age, gender / gender identity, ethnicity, race, and location. To provide anonymity, users can only set their age as a decade-based bucket (e.g., Teen or Twenties) and location by state or province. Users also have the option to enter their own values for certain attributes. Apart from the demographic details, users can choose to fill out an open-ended “About Me” section in their profile. For example, Figure 1 shows a profile with the text “Love traveling, food, and my family” in this section. At the top of the page and the About Me input field, we put disclaimers asking users not to share any personally identifiable details. Users can update their profiles at any time. Finally, note that OtherTube does not start collecting recommendations from a user or showing recommendations to others until users have created a profile. This ensures that users only see collected videos attached to profiles.

3.2 Sharing and Removing YouTube Recommendations

Each time users visit the YouTube homepage, OtherTube collects their YouTube recommendations and sends them to a back-end server, which then stores them in a database. Going forward, we will call each visit a session. It is worth noting that the recommended videos are generated by YouTube’s algorithm; they do not simply consist of a user’s browsing history. This means that the collected videos do not constitute an interaction trace, so the plug-in does not have to monitor a user’s entire watch history, which could be perceived as private data. Once a session of recommended videos is stored on the server, the recommendations are shared with other users over the following days. If users do not want to share certain YouTube recommendations with strangers, they can choose to remove individual videos from the set collected by OtherTube. When users click on the extension button next to Chrome’s address bar, the extension shows a list of sessions sorted by time, with the most

1Throughout the text, we use the terms persona and profile interchangeably.
2We used a third-party library, Avatar.js, for the avatar builder.
recently collected items at the top. While browsing the collected sessions, users can click a "remove" button in the upper-right corner of each video (the blue trash icon in Figure 4) to remove content that they would rather not share with strangers.

3.3 Browsing Strangers’ YouTube Recommendations

OtherTube embeds recommendations from strangers, which are collected through the steps described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, at the top of the YouTube homepage (see Figure 1). OtherTube differentiates itself from users’ own YouTube recommendations on the homepage using a brown background color. Users can hide or show recommendations from OtherTube using a toggle in the upper-right corner of the embedded content (Figure 1-3). In the upper-left corner, OtherTube displays three buttons that allow users to browse strangers’ recommendations (“Another Persona”), browse another recommendation session within the same stranger’s persona (“More From This User”), and pin this stranger’s persona (“Pin User”) (Figure 1-6). Each time users click Another Persona or More From This User, the server returns a random stranger’s recommended videos or a random session from the current stranger, respectively. When a user clicks Pin User, a shortcut to the displayed user’s profile and recommended video collections is created below the button. We added this button in case a user wants to follow and revisit a particular stranger’s recommended videos. To the right of the three buttons, the current stranger’s profile is shown, consisting of their avatar, their demographic info, and their About Me text. Below the profile, OtherTube shows the stranger’s YouTube recommendations. Below the recommended videos, there is a link to a daily survey which we asked participants to fill out each day during our study (see Figure 1). Finally, OtherTube only tracks users’ interactions within the plug-in (e.g., clicks on the Another Persona, More From This User, and Pin User buttons; and clicks on videos).
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We built the front end of OtherTube using the React and Polymer JavaScript libraries, with Bootstrap CSS for styling. The back end consists of a Flask-Nginx server with a MySQL database for storage. All communication between the front end and back end is encrypted using SSL. After building the tool, we tested it within our research groups and ran a pilot study, fixing technical issues and improving usability. We distributed OtherTube through the Chrome Web Store.

4 STUDY DEPLOYMENT

Using OtherTube, we conducted a 10-day-long study. This study was approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board. Below, we outline our recruitment method, study procedure, data collection process, and analysis.

4.1 Recruitment

For our study, we aimed to recruit participants who use YouTube on a regular basis. In addition, we decided to recruit participants using social media, specifically using Facebook Ads, informed by others’ successes in recruiting diverse populations [2, 77, 89]. This advertising technique allowed us to reach a more diverse and targeted demography compared to Amazon Mechanical Turk or dedicated survey sites like Qualtrics [11]. Initially, we ran an advertisement campaign targeting individuals living in the US who are 18 years of age or older, speak English, and are interested in YouTube videos. While limiting our target demographic to those who live in the US would limit our findings, we did not want to have to account for language barriers in exchanging video recommendations. Our
goal was to still reach diverse populations in terms of age, gender, and ethnicity. In addition, studying users living in a single nation provides some useful common ground upon which they can relate their interests to those of others (e.g., popular artists and domestic news items). The recruitment campaign was set to run for one week, from July 8, 2021 to July 15, 2021. We spent $315 on the campaign and received 568 responses.

4.2 Procedure

Users who clicked the Facebook advertisement were redirected to a pre-survey to sign up for the study. At the beginning of the pre-survey, we screened users according to several criteria. To be eligible for the study, users had to (i) be 18 or over, (ii) currently reside in the United States, (iii) visit YouTube at least once a day, (iv) typically browse YouTube on a laptop or desktop computer (as opposed to mobile-only users), (v) typically use Chrome to browse YouTube, (vi) have English as the primary language of the YouTube content they watch, and (vii) typically start browsing YouTube from the YouTube homepage (youtube.com). Out of the users who submitted the presurvey ($n = 568$), 318 were eligible for the study. We invited these participants via email to complete the consent form and start the study. The invitations were sent out in two batches: one from July 19 through August 3, 2021, and another from August 5 through August 18, 2021. Note that while the emails to all participants in a given batch were sent out on the same day, users could have started using the extension on different days, resulting in batch periods exceeding 10 days. Out of our 318 invites, 41 participated in the study by installing the plug-in and filling out the daily survey at least once. We created an instructional document describing how to participate in the study. Users who accepted the invitation had to install the OtherTube extension from the Chrome Web Store. After installing the extension, users had to create profiles. At the beginning of the study, to mitigate the cold start problem, we created a research account so that participants could begin to see embedded recommendations from the first day. For 10 consecutive days, users were asked to use YouTube as they normally would and interact with OtherTube. Each day, they were also asked to submit a daily survey which took about five minutes to complete. We sent reminder emails around 6 P.M. EDT each day to remind users who had not yet submitted the daily survey. Despite the reminders, participants did not consistently submit the survey, leaving us with 356 (8.7 on average) responses instead of 410 (41 participants × 10 days). Upon completion of the study, we invited about half ($n = 19$) of the participants to an interview based on their survey completion rates. Of those invited, 12 participated in the interviews. Each meeting was recorded for analysis. Because one user revealed that they neither followed the study instructions nor had a clear understanding of how the plug-in works, which would have left the user with no context for many of our questions, we ignored this user’s response and analyzed the remaining 11 recordings. We compensated study participants with $25 gift cards and interview participants with $15 gift cards, in line with federal minimum wage requirements.

4.3 Participants

Our pre-study survey was mainly designed to filter out ineligible users and create a participant pool that represent diverse demographic groups. However, we could not completely fulfill this objective due to an inconsistent response to study invites. Figure 5 shows the distribution of age, gender, political affiliation, and length of a typical YouTube browsing session among our 41 participants. The participants’ demography is balanced in terms of gender. However, it is heavily skewed in terms of race, with only one Black or African American participant despite a sufficient number of Black or African American users signing up for the study (see the contrast in Appendix A). This disparity could be caused by hesitancy towards installing tools or hesitancy towards research studies due to past injustices [45, 50]. By political affiliation, the majority were Democrats. In the About Me section of their profiles, participants mentioned various occupations (e.g., “manager” and “recent college graduate”) and interests (e.g., photography, traveling, yoga, DIY, Hololive, and BTS).

4.4 Data Collection

We collected data from our participants in multiple ways, beginning with the pre-study questionnaire. The questionnaire was followed by interaction traces and daily surveys during the study, and the post-study interviews came last.

4.4.1 Pre-Study Questionnaire: Need for Self-Reflection and Insight

In the pre-study questionnaire, along with demographic questions, we asked about users’ need for self-reflection and insight (see Appendix B for the items), using scales from prior research [41] on 5-point Likert items with responses from “strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (5). We measured these metrics to see if the self-assessed need for self-reflection and insight would correlate with how users interact with OtherTube. Participants’ responses had a high level of consistency for both questions, similar to prior studies (Cronbach $\alpha$ [Need for Self-Reflection]: 0.97, Cronbach $\alpha$ [Insight]: 0.95) [37, 41]. For each trait, we found the mean of the items after inverting items that were phrased in the opposing sense. Figure 6 shows the distribution of user responses for need for self-reflection and insight.

4.4.2 Interaction Traces from OtherTube

We collected data on users’ interactions with OtherTube, including clicks to see recommendations from different strangers, clicks to see more from a stranger, clicks to watch videos, clicks to pin strangers, and clicks to remove own recommendations.

4.4.3 Daily Survey: Perceptions of Recommendations on OtherTube

In the daily surveys, we asked users Likert scale and open-ended questions about their experiences with OtherTube (Table 1 lists the questions). We included several Likert items on a 5-point scale from “strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (5) about users’ perceptions of OtherTube on YouTube. These questions captured users’ perceptions of content discovery each day, whether their own YouTube recommendations were affected by their interactions with OtherTube, and how they felt about sharing their YouTube recommendations with strangers. Through open-ended questions, we aimed to understand participants’ reflections on themselves and

---

3Initially, we prioritized minorities for invites to form a diverse pool. Due to the limited response, we eventually reached out to all participants.
others, and to learn the motivation behind any actions they performed or chose not to perform (e.g., content removal or hesitation to watch content).

4.4.4 Interview. After completion of the 10-day study, we interviewed 11 participants. The interviews focused on understanding how they used the features of the plug-in, and whether using OtherTube encouraged content discovery or facilitated any reflection. Additionally, after analyzing each interviewee’s daily survey responses, we asked them to elaborate on any points that seemed unclear. For example, because one user mentioned that their interests are “conservative” in their daily survey, we asked them to elaborate on what they meant by that (i.e., whether the user was interested in political conservatism or had conservative viewing habits with preference to watch videos with limited interests). We concluded the interview with some usability questions. See Appendix C for the complete interview questionnaire.

4.5 Method of Analysis

We gathered both quantitative responses (pre-study survey, Likert scale–based daily survey questions, and interaction traces) and qualitative responses (open-ended daily survey questions and interview responses). Below, we describe our analytical methodology.

4.5.1 Likert Items on the Daily Survey. To gain insight into self-assessment on the statements, we checked the average responses to each Likert item on the daily survey. We also performed Mann-Whitney U tests, a nonparametric test, to see if using OtherTube produced any changes in their perceptions, comparing the responses from participants’ first and last days of using OtherTube. Because not all users submitted the survey on each of the 10 days, the last day might not have been the 10th day for each user.

4.5.2 Interaction Traces. To answer RQ2, we modeled the number of daily clicks on the Another Persona button using negative binomial regression. The independent variables for the regression consisted of users’ demographics, the need for self-reflection, and insight. Because we recorded the number of clicks on each of 10 days, resulting in repeated measures for each user, we used a mixed-effects regression model. Additionally, because clicks are a count variable, we used negative binomial regression. Because some users did not click the buttons every day and random effects require multiple observations per user, we used users who clicked the button on at least three days. Therefore, instead of 410, we had

---

*We repeated this process for the More from This User button, but the results were not significant; therefore, we omitted them from this paper.

Due to overdispersion, we chose a negative binomial model over Poisson regression.
we analyzed simple
Additionally, we computed the Spearman rank correlation, a non-parametric statistic, to assess whether a correlation exists between users’ interactions and engagement; that is, clicks on videos. Another PersonA, and More from This User. Apart from these tests, we also analyzed other simple statistics.

4.5.3 Open-Ended Daily Survey Responses. We performed thematic analysis on the open-ended daily survey responses. With five open-ended questions, we had 1,780 responses (356 daily survey submissions × 5 questions), 976 of which were either empty or contained unhelpful responses, like “no” or an incomplete response (e.g., “Yoga videos” for Open-ended-(a) in 1). This left us with 804 valid responses. Three researchers performed thematic analysis on this data. Initially, each of the coders came up with their own set of codes. After discussion, we converged on a set of 52 codes. Through discussion, we reduced this subset of 52 codes to a list of 21 themes. Two of the researchers coded a sample (159 items, or 20%) into the set of 52 codes. Coders had almost perfect agreement despite the large number of codes (Cohen’s k = 0.82) [88]. One of the coders coded the rest of the items. Due to the uneven number of codes associated with each user, as some did not regularly fill out the daily survey, we merged the 10-day codes for each person into a single set. Consequently, as we present our results, “theme (10/41)” means that out of 41 users, 10 users’ responses contained at least one response belonging to the theme. Each user may have given such a response anywhere from 1 to 10 times over 10 days.

4.5.4 Interview. Similarly to the open-ended survey responses, we performed thematic analysis on the interview responses. One of the researchers performed an initial analysis and came up with 35 codes from the interviews. Then, this researcher discussed the codes and corresponding quotes with other researchers. After resolving disagreements, we were left with 24 codes from the interviews. As most of them were related to the daily survey themes, we merged the two sets.

5 RESULTS
Based on our research questions, we present results consistent across daily survey themes, interaction trace analysis, and interview themes. Note that the daily survey and interview quotes are presented in the format “U1 (survey)” and “U1 (interview)”.

5.1 RQ1: Content Discovery
In the daily survey, the majority of participants agreed with the statement (mode: 4, “somewhat agree”) saying that they saw some videos on OtherTube that caught their attention. Further analysis shows that this perception did not change between the first and last days. This result is shown in Figure 7-(a), where a Mann-Whitney U test shows no significant difference. Our analysis revealed two themes that illustrate how users utilized OtherTube to discover content: (i) users developed new interests, and (ii) users rediscovered content they used to like. We present these themes below.

5.1.1 Users developed new interests. In the daily survey, a majority of our participants (n = 36/41) mentioned finding new interests. Users found interests in multiple ways. Sometimes, they found new interests out of curiosity (“I had no clue what it [a video that caught their attention] was about but just curious on the content” - U1 (survey)). Other times, new content led to the development of a new interest due to its usefulness (“... A video about investing for your kids’ future. I have a newborn and want to do that for her” - U2 (survey)). There were also cases where users found new content that fit within their existing interests (“Relaxing Video Game Music in a Cozy Room [Nintendo 64] [caught my attention]. I enjoy similar relaxing music playlists” - U12 (survey)). Some users also watched content for the sake of exploration (“I don’t normally listen to that [classical music] and it was a welcome change” - U17 (survey)). Interviewees also responded similarly, with one mentioning how they bumped into new interests on OtherTube. Merely encountering the embedded interface of OtherTube could trigger changes in consumption behaviour.

“What I like about it is that some it forced me out of my comfort zone of what I would just do ... It makes you to stop and, like, look and think before you decide to make a different choice.” - U17 (interview)

We also noticed that participants were able to recognize profiles that had similar tastes to their own (“I came across a user who had watched videos that were my interest. He was interested in computers and video games. So, I liked those videos too” - U20 (survey)). This tendency demonstrates that one can find not only interesting videos using OtherTube, but also people one can connect with, due to similarities in the content that they watch. OtherTube’s additional functions to retrieve more videos from a particular user can be useful to further explore a person’s preferred content. Analyzing the number of clicks on More from This User and the number of clicks on videos users watched, we found a statistically significant positive correlation (Spearman’s ρ = 0.42, p < 0.001). This pattern suggests that finding a profile based on similarities in taste could be a new way to find and watch new content—in essence, subscribing to other viewers, not creators, to follow their content consumption patterns. We discuss these implications further in Section 6.1.

5.1.2 Users rediscovered content they used to like. Using OtherTube, some users (n = 11/41) found content they used to like (“old throwback videos from my childhood [caught my attention]” - U11 (survey)). They also found channels they used to like (“a video game reviewer, Zero Punctuation, popped up in one of the OtherTube recommendations. So seeing that was pretty nostalgic.” - U3 (survey)).

Apart from these themes, our participant interviews further revealed users’ issues with finding strangers with similar interests. For example, while users’ About Me details were sometimes useful, they wanted more features, such as filtering users by demographic or interest (“Their favorite content creator, maybe your favorite video.” - U26 (interview)).

Summary: By browsing OtherTube, participants both found new interests and rediscovered old ones. They found new interests

---

Given the nonlinear link function (Logit) in our model, random effect intercepts can have a multiplicative effect, rather than additive, complicating interpretation. Therefore, following Hedeker et al. [42], we extracted the marginal coefficients and their standard errors from the model using the GLMMadaptive R package.
Figure 7: Mean with 95% CI of participants’ responses to the daily survey Likert items from the first and last days of the study. We also performed a Mann-Whitney U test comparing responses on the first and last days. In (b), * indicates $p < 0.05$; in (f), . indicates $p < 0.10$.

Table 2: The mixed-effects negative binomial model for daily click count on Another Persona in Figure 1. In this model, user is a random-effect variable. User demographics, their browsing habits, their need for self-reflection, the day when the clicks were counted, and the number of unique stranger data sets available to browse on OtherTube on the day when the clicks were counted are fixed-effect variables. The estimated negative binomial regression coefficient $\beta$ is the difference in the logarithms of expected counts of the response variable due to a one-unit change in the predictor variable.

5.2 RQ2: Factors Affecting Interaction and Engagement

To investigate what factors affected users’ interactions with OtherTube, we modeled users’ click activity on Another Persona over time using a mixed-effects negative binomial model. We considered several factors in this model, including users’ demography, their need for self-reflection, their YouTube browsing length, and the number of unique profiles available to browse on a given day. Table 2 shows the result. We find that older users tend to interact less with OtherTube when browsing different personas ($\beta = -0.03, p < 0.05$). Our users with a greater need for self-reflection also interacted less with OtherTube ($\beta = -0.41, p < 0.001$). This result was particularly interesting because we hypothesized that those who believe that they need reflection would use OtherTube more than those who did not have such thoughts, given our goal of facilitating reflection behind the tool. Perhaps our design will be more effective and promising for those without an explicit desire for self-reflection. Additionally, as the days passed, users interacted less with the tool ($\beta = -0.05, p < 0.05$). This decrease could have been caused by seeing the same profiles repeatedly, due to the limited number of users in the study (“On day 4 I haven’t seen many changes. On day 6 no same as yesterday.” - U4 (survey)). To understand users’ engagement with the videos, we analyzed users’ clicks on videos. We found that most users ($n = 37/41$) watched at least one video on OtherTube. Overall, participants collectively clicked on 6% or 398 videos out of all the collected videos on OtherTube.

While demographic attributes and other environmental factors can affect interaction, it might have been the content itself that encouraged or discouraged interaction with content from OtherTube. Analysis of users’ daily survey responses revealed content-related factors that discouraged users from watching videos; these are discussed below.

5.2.1 Users hesitated to watch content that was not of interest to them. A majority of our users ($n = 25/41$) mentioned that they did not watch content because the content did not relate to their interests (“I didn’t find them [videos I hesitated to watch] interesting” - U4 (survey)). Some users referred to such content as “boring” (“seemed boring or predictable” - U35 (survey)) or “complicated” (“looked boring, or too techy and complicated” - U36 (survey)). In the interview, one of the participants further elaborated on how their motivation for viewing YouTube at times affects whether they would engage with certain type of content (“Sometimes I don’t
want to be educated. I just want to enjoy. Other people want maybe to learn about the history of Macedonia or something. I don’t sometimes want to learn that.” - U15 (interview).

5.2.2 Users hesitated to watch content that was not helpful. In contrast, content utility was the main factor for some users’ (n = 6/41) engagement with content in OtherTube (“I just didn’t want to watch horror” - U13 (survey)), sexually charged videos (“I didn’t want to watch videos that seemed strangely sexually charged, like mouth ASMRs” - U38 (survey)) and uncomfortable topics (“I was disturbed by videos in uncomfortable topics I wouldn’t want to think about, such as, physiological anomalies and unsolved murder mysteries” - U39 (survey)).

5.2.3 Users hesitated to watch disturbing and offensive content. Some users (n = 7/41) were also hesitant to watch content that seemed disturbing or offensive to them. Various types of content could fall into this category, including horror videos (“I didn’t want to watch horror” - U13 (survey)), sexually charged videos (“I didn’t want to watch videos that seemed strangely sexually charged, like mouth ASMRs” - U38 (survey)) and uncomfortable topics (“I was disturbed by videos in uncomfortable topics I wouldn’t want to think about, such as, physiological anomalies and unsolved murder mysteries” - U39 (survey)).

5.2.4 Users hesitated to watch clickbait-esque content. Clickbait was one reason some users supplied for not watching content (n = 4/41). Users used both video titles (“Titles were terrible and looked like trash” - U16 (survey)) and thumbnails (“I was hesitant to watch videos with objectifying thumbnail pictures of women” - U38 (survey)) to rule out this kind of content.

Some of the barriers discussed so far may reduce the overall effectiveness of our approach, as users may consider the content displayed by OtherTube to consist of low-quality (e.g., spam, clickbaite-esque videos) or even explicit (e.g., profanity) items. Future designs could introduce some mechanisms (e.g., automated spam filtering) to mitigate such perceptions.

5.2.5 Users hesitated to watch videos for fear of an interaction effect on their YouTube recommendations. A few of our participants (n = 4/41) were hesitant to watch content because they assumed doing so would affect their future YouTube recommendations (“I saw an interesting video on Netscape, but didn’t click given it’s from a new channel I’m not familiar with, but also being aware that the YT algorithm is going to try and keep me engaged by literally suggesting more of said video” - U25 (survey)). Some of our interviewees further revealed that they deal with content that they do not want to watch by blocking it. Similar blocking mechanisms could be added to OtherTube to filter out content that users do not want to see. We leave this for future exploration.

“I curated it [YouTube] fairly carefully. Occasionally I would get some random stuff [on YouTube recommendations]. Usually I just click on the little dots [a button on YouTube videos with a drop-down menu to block content users do not want to be recommended] and I’d say ‘don’t recommend this channel.’”

- U39 (interview)

This issue raises an interesting question of how users’ engagement from watching content on OtherTube could affect their future recommendations from YouTube. In light of this, should designers make OtherTube available within a sandbox or incognito viewing mode? Sandboxing may encourage some users concerned about impacting the recommendation algorithm to interact and explore more content.

**Summary:** Our analyses show that factors such as lower age and lower need for self-reflection positively affected users’ daily interaction with OtherTube. However, participants’ interaction also subsided as days passed. We additionally found that 90% of our participants watched at least one video on OtherTube. Some content factors also discouraged engagement, including lack of relevance to users’ interests, lack of utility, and offensive or clickbait-esque nature.

5.3 RQ3-1: Self-Reflection

Using OtherTube, our participants were able to reflect on themselves from various perspectives. We found the following themes here: (i) understanding of own interests and their uniqueness, (ii) feelings of belonging from seeing users with similar interests, and (iii) feelings of superiority from comparing content. These patterns help us understand the kinds of self-reflection that the system can facilitate. We illustrate these themes below.

5.3.1 Users understood more about their own interests. One of the effects of using OtherTube seems to be users (n = 14/41) understanding their own interests, what they like (“I learned that I have interest in cooking after watching some cooking videos” - U41 (survey)), and what they do not like (“I am not interested in animation or anything about computers or how computers work” - U15 (survey)). Some also realized their preferences in terms of video length (“I like short and fun videos, nothing too long or too serious.” - U16 (survey)). Others realized that their identity influences their interests (“I saw my tastes to be very related to my identify [sic] and cultural background” - U29 (survey)).

After seeing strangers’ YouTube recommendations, a majority of our participants (n = 29/41) further realized that their interests were unique compared to those of others (“I learned how unique and distinct my taste and preferences are” - U9 (survey)). Some thought that their interests on YouTube were very narrow or selective compared to those of others. Some of them defined this narrowness in terms of topics of interest (“I mainly focus just on gaming while other people hit a lot more genres” - U26 (survey)). These quotes show users gaining awareness about their limited interests when they can see beyond YouTube’s filtered video suggestions.

5.3.2 Seeing others with similar interests gave users feelings of belonging. Users were surprised to find strangers with similar interests (“I was surprised to see another person also to be having similar tastes as me, it was like seeing my own watch history” - U29 (survey)). Seeing others with interests similar to their own, many of them (n = 22/41) realized that they are not so different from others (“I continue to learn that we aren’t so different. I have always thought that from a gender perspective, but age is really where I feel my eyes are being opened.” - U5 (survey)). Some found commonality among similar demographics (“People near my age enjoy similar content” - U19 (survey)). Others found commonality with different demographics (“I like the same videos as a woman in her 50’s which made me laugh because I’m 28” - U2 (survey)). Some also expressed their alignment in interests with particular demographics over others (“I learned that I am more likely to share interests
with older women than men of my age” - U13 (survey)). Some users expressed both their uniqueness and their differences as part of being normal (“I think that I am fairly normal or that weird is normal. Everyone has their own tastes.” - U5 (survey)). To see more from strangers with similar interests, OtherTube provided users with a pin button that allowed them to save other profiles for later perusal. We found that some of the participants (n = 8/41) indeed pinned some strangers (n = 18/41).

Our interviews further revealed that upon seeing users with similar interests, a few were interested in communicating with them, potentially to recommend them other interests (“I think it’d be interesting to maybe even have that kind of connection where you’re sharing, I don’t want to say like you’re friending someone on Facebook. But maybe sharing of content…kind of being able to make a recommendation saying if you like this, maybe you like that.” - U17 (interview)). However, at the same time, others were not interested in communicating for fear of toxic interactions. The quote below illustrates this issue.

“But I’ve been on YouTube for years…my impression is that overall, YouTube is an extremely toxic place. And the only way I managed to avoid the toxicity is by blocking creators who I find to be like bad people and not reading the comments section. Some of the most innocuous videos will have thumbs down on them for like, I don’t know what reason. So I don’t know if I want to connect with those people [who watch such videos]…And I thought that the way that you guys were doing it by making it impersonal was kind of good. Because then nobody could spew profanities at each other.” - U39 (interview)

5.3.3 Some users felt superior when comparing their content to others’. Although not many, a few of our participants (n = 6/41) also reported feelings of superiority after seeing others’ recommendations (“Apparenty, my taste is better than most people’s.” - U16 (survey)). Some of them attributed this sense of superiority to the lack of variety in others’ recommendations (“I have more tastes than this lady. I seek out more content.” - U19 (survey)). Manifestations of superiority go against our goal of understanding others and could be detrimental (“Younger crowds listen to stupid stuff” - U6 (survey)).

Summary: Using OtherTube, participants reflected on themselves and their interests. When participants found others with interests matching their own, they experienced a feeling of belonging, and vice versa. Comparing interests with others, some also felt superior to others.

5.4 RQ3-2: Understanding of Others

After seeing strangers’ recommendations, participants expressed what they learned and how OtherTube increased their understanding of others. Some were surprised by the content others watch, while others were surprised by the fact that their preconceived notions about certain demographics did not always match. Users also discovered diversity in strangers’ recommendations. We illustrate these themes below.

5.4.1 Users were surprised by some of the content others watch. When browsing their OtherTube feeds, some users (n = 11/41) were surprised to see certain content. Sometimes, users were surprised by content when it came from a particular profile or demographic they did not expect it to come from (“I found it very cool that someone in their 40s was still watching Olivia Rodrigo. Makes me feel better about aging haha” - U5 (survey)). However, comparing users’ responses over time, this surprise seems to have gradually subsided. Indeed, Figure 7(b) shows a decrease in perceptions of seeing unexpected content on OtherTube, and this difference was statistically significant (p < 0.05). This result may indicate that participants got used to the recommended videos from OtherTube. However, it is worth noting that it is unknown whether this trend would have arisen even with users being exposed to completely new sets of profiles every day; the limited number of profiles available could have contributed to this trend. Still, the mean of the responses in Figure 7(b) did not fall below “somewhat agree” (4) on users’ final days using OtherTube.

5.4.2 Users were surprised to see that certain stereotypes do not reflect reality. A few of our participants (n = 6/41) were surprised to see that some stereotypes did not match reality (“…It [different interests among people] challenges some stereotypes as I see things on their feed that I wouldn’t have expected” - U40 (survey)). Some found users of certain ages watching videos they would not expect them to watch (“I continue to be surprised by music recommendations in particular. A lot of older persons getting younger artists and some younger persons recommended classic rock/pop” - U5 (survey)). Some also were surprised in terms of gender stereotypes (“I saw a male user watching some homey vlogs and that was a bit surprising” - U8 (survey)).

5.4.3 Users learned something particular about a person or a demographic, which could be stereotypical. Using OtherTube, about half of our participants (n = 17/41) mentioned learning about others’ lives by watching the recommendations that strangers received (“I learnt how you can tell about what is happening in somebody’s life by looking at the videos they are watching.” - U29 (survey)). Some participants discovered what a particular demographic might be interested in (“Men may be more into horror” - U13 (survey) and “40s and older watch more health related videos” - U41 (survey)). While some people experienced a feeling of superiority when learning about others’ interests, others had the opposite reaction (“I learned to respect other’s choices” - U29 (survey)).

Meanwhile, some users (n = 5/41) also found that stereotypes about the kinds of content particular demographics prefer matched what they saw (“…It reaffirms some stereotypes that I had, as some videos are expected” - U40 (survey)). Users most often mentioned stereotypes about age, particularly for younger people (“Today was much more in line with expectations. A teenager recommended some Pokemon videos, 20s getting anime.” - U5 (survey)). Some noticed similar recommendations related to ethnicity (“I learned than ethnic Americans likely have video interests in their ethnic culture” - U38 (survey)). Some also employed stereotypes to infer strangers’ ages (“Despite keeping their age hidden, my first profile today was clearly a kid/teen” - U5 (survey)). One obstacle in understanding more about others could have been that some users kept their demographic information hidden, as allowed by OtherTube (“several people didn’t put their demographics. So I don’t know their age group, gender.” - U41 (survey)).
5.4.4 Users discovered diversity in strangers’ interests. Some of the participants ($n = 10/41$) liked the diversity of the content they found on OtherTube (“I like the diversity of participants and the content of the videos” - U11 (survey)). They found diversity within particular strangers’ feeds (“... even within personas, it’s getting harder to pin down a common thread. The recommendations can be pretty diverse.” - U3 (survey)). Users also found diversity across demographics (“Every age group is different and they all post different material on here.” - U4 (survey)).

Apart from reflecting on self and learning about others, nearly half of our participants ($n = 18/41$) learned something about YouTube content broadly or what is trending on YouTube using OtherTube. Some learned about common interests of people on YouTube (“They [OtherTube users] all have fun videos” - U11 (survey)). Others learned of new phenomena on YouTube (“People are using YouTube as a news source with more regularity” - U18 (survey)). Some discovered the popularity of certain content genres on YouTube (“K-pop is massively popular. Even more than I imagined” - U17 (survey)). Some also learned about the popularity of content they already watch on YouTube (“Realized some content I watch is actually popular.” - U25 (survey)), or about how the YouTube algorithm can affect their interests (“When I don’t have my own tastes in videos, Youtube shapes my tastes” - U13 (survey)).

Summary: After using OtherTube for 10 days, participants learned several things about others. Some of these things surprised users, particularly when their preconceived ideas did not match what they learned. Participants realized how diverse people’s interests can be on YouTube.

6 DISCUSSION

This study presents the utility of exchanging YouTube recommendations with strangers. RQ1 reveals unique ways in which this can facilitate content discovery. RQ2 identifies demographics that might be interested in browsing recommendations catered to strangers and watching videos from them. Finally, we saw how users reflected on themselves and others through RQ3.

6.1 RQ1 & RQ2: Content Discovery, Interaction, and Engagement

While YouTube provides some features for finding new content (e.g., search or subscription, exploring trending videos), diversification of YouTube recommendations is still challenging. It is especially hard to recommend diverse content to users based solely on their watch history. As one of our participants noted,

“I sometimes want to find new songs ... it [YouTube] just kind of recycles a bunch of songs that I’ve heard ... In that instance, I actually have to basically open an incognito tab and pretend I’m just a random nobody to get actually novel or interesting music recommendations ... If I were to look for something new, I probably wouldn’t be using my existing Google account essentially, rather try pretending to be a new person.” - U25 (interview)

In a way, our design emulates what this user has to do to get novel recommendations. Use of OtherTube shows some promising results, with participants in the study both developing new interests and rediscovering prior interests after seeing content from strangers. As our extension embeds diverse recommendations from the content available on YouTube, it could also act as a nudge for people to find new interests. At the same time, our results also illuminate limits in the types of diverse content that can be shown. For example, recommending offensive or excessively unfamiliar content could make people more hesitant to watch new kinds of content. Consequently, there is room for improvement in designing systems for exchanging recommendations with strangers, especially in assisting users to find people with similar interests or showing profiles not completely randomly, but based on a few similarities, to prevent adverse reactions from users. We could devise intelligent algorithms based on users’ profiles to show content they may like. Additionally, we could computationally filter out spam content, like clickbait videos. Others may need more case-by-case input (e.g., content on unfamiliar topics). Based on our RQ1 results, future work could introduce two browsing modes—one for developing new interests and another for discovering old interests—to facilitate better content discovery. In each case, the system could provide suggestions based on their specific goal. For example, when browsing for old interests, users can specify time window that the system could use to search recommended videos from that period. Furthermore, users’ lack of interaction could also be used to improve future suggestions. For example, when people choose not to interact with a stranger’s profile, profiles that are similar to the profile could be assigned lower rankings, while dissimilar profiles could be given priority for later suggestions.

Our study was devised to test how users may react to a system for exchanging recommendations with strangers. Therefore, users’ reduced engagement over time is understandable in light of the small number of profiles available to browse, as seen in RQ2. Nevertheless, it remains unclear how users would react with a larger pool of participants. New problems may arise in such an environment. For example, effectively browsing or navigating through a large number of strangers until they find content that interests them can be an overwhelming task for users, especially in the long run. Perhaps new navigational techniques can be provided to the users to alleviate this issue. For example, if we allow users to filter strangers by various criteria (e.g., music interest and live video watching habit), it would be easier to browse within the group that fall under those criteria. Overall, our work lays a foundation in this domain for exchanging recommendations between strangers, and further exploration is still needed.

6.2 RQ3: Understanding of Oneself and Others

As our results suggest, OtherTube helps users understand more about their interests and compare those interests with others’ on YouTube. This understanding could positively impact users if they experience a feeling of belonging by seeing others with similar interests. Then again, the opposite can also happen; that is, if users are not able to find others with similar interests, they may instead feel disconnected, isolated, or atypical. A potential solution to address the opposite effect is to design the system to suggest recommendations from users with some common ground (e.g., someone from the same demographic group, someone with similar taste) and monitor their interactions (e.g., video clicks). However, pairings of extremely similar users should be avoided, as this may lead users back into
their filter bubbles. Understanding the right amount of similarity and dissimilarity from which users can easily relate to others while still learning something is an interesting challenge. Being able to search or filter users by demography (e.g., age range) and interests (e.g., favorite videos and content creators), as opposed to randomly suggesting profiles, may be another option for improving users’ experiences with OtherTube.

Our results also suggest potential in creating social connections between strangers with common interests. Our feature allowing users to pin strangers already act as a “subscribe to another viewer” type of function. One future improvement of this feature could be helping users realize how recommendation from their subscriptions change over time. To extend the subscribe feature to a two-way connection, future work would need to consider the case of opposing desires (users who want to connect vs. those who do not). Perhaps designers can provide limited options for connecting pairs of strangers. For example, the system could unlock messaging options between two users only if they have multiple shared interests and want to connect [23]. Alternatively, communication can be centered around content, such as by allowing users to recommend videos directly and respond to recommendations in a minimal fashion (e.g., using an emoji). In addition to making connections, one potential direction for research lies in designing interventions to nudge self-reflection. Users’ activities, including browsing and watching patterns, can be used to trigger such interventions. For example, questions can be devised to help users reflect on changes in their browsing habits, reflect on connections with strangers, and encourage empathy-building with others. Our notifications can be posted to users summarizing their usage information, such as, the number of strangers’ profiles visited and the number of videos watched. Overall, future works could explore these directions for supporting reflection by exchanging recommendations with strangers.

### 6.3 Design Implications

On platforms such as YouTube, where recommendation algorithms contribute to shaping users’ tastes and potentially trap users in filter bubbles for the sake of engagement, our approach of exchanging recommendations shows new ways to expand the scope of content discovery and improve reflection. For content discovery, existing systems already adopt multiple approaches to provide users alternative recommendations to explore. For example, apart from the site’s personalized recommendations, Trending on YouTube aims to promote exploration into “videos that a wide range of viewers would find interesting” [35]. Meanwhile, services like Spotify suggest content through features like Discover Weekly, based on the interests of other users with preferences similar to one’s own [33]. In contrast, our approach does not aggregate interests from any particular group; rather, it promotes exploration into other individual users’ interests. Because we use other individuals’ YouTube recommendations, our approach is fundamentally unlike YouTube’s trending recommendations. As companies such as Alphabet, which owns YouTube, become keen to provide users with more opportunities to curate and expand their interests [47], our approach may provide such an opportunity. In particular, this design creates opportunities for content consumers to follow their fellow consumers, instead of following only content creators. Aside from this, our approach also has the potential to fill a gap in the social functionality of systems like YouTube by creating connections between strangers based on similarity in interests. Here, following strangers’ recommendations can already act as a channel of communication, like a feedthrough mechanism [22]. On top of that, we may need to devise new approaches for communication. Furthermore, by using following-follower connections as a weak form of social tie, recommender systems can learn more about users by examining who watches whose recommendations and use such information to improve recommendations. Our design can also counteract filter bubbles in other settings, unlike solutions catering to only political echo chamber settings [65]. For example, merchants like Amazon can swap recommendations to promote new content to a user.

### 6.4 Ethical Considerations

We took several steps in our design and our study to minimize potential harm. First, we collected only data that was needed for the tool and study. These included recommendations from users’ YouTube homepages and their activity within the extension: the embedded content on the YouTube homepage, the extension’s browser action page, and the extension’s options page. Second, we set the extension’s content rating to “mature” on the Chrome Web Store to remind users that they could see explicit content in others’ YouTube recommendations. Third, we explicitly asked users to not share identifiable information in their profile fields to reduce the risk of an information leak (see Figure 3). In case users were uncomfortable sharing any demographic details with others, the extension defaulted to not sharing any information; users manually chose what information to share with others. Similarly, we gave users the option to remove recommended videos from the collected set if they felt uncomfortable sharing them with others.

### 6.5 Limitations

Our study is not without limitations. First, we had a limited number of participants from the U.S. with a limited demographic distribution. Therefore, we cannot account for scenarios in which users live in different nations and speak different languages. Additionally, while many users signed up for the study, only a select few eventually participated. Therefore, some self-selection bias exists. These users could simply be those who are the most open to exchanging recommendations. Furthermore, we recruited users who use the Chrome browser on a desktop or laptop computer (required for the OtherTube extension to work) and who use YouTube regularly. These criteria likely excluded users who do not use YouTube regularly or who use it on a different platform (e.g., mobile phones). Second, our implementation of OtherTube also introduced some limits to the study. For example, some participants hesitated to watch content because preview clips were unavailable. One interview participant mentioned that they had trouble going back to a profile they had forgotten to pin. This issue could have impacted their overall interaction and engagement with OtherTube. Third, the first few participants from the first batch saw fewer profiles compared to other users; for comparison, the last person in the study had a maximum of 40 profiles to browse. Therefore, users’ responses to the daily survey were affected by the limited sample. In addition to these limitations, in the future, studies can be devised
to investigate the measurable impact of systems like OtherTube on users’ consumption. For example, a within-subjects study could help us quantify the difference between users’ interactions with OtherTube and YouTube recommendations. Future deployment with large samples could potentially resolve these issues.

7 CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigated the exchange of social recommendations with strangers as a tool to promote content discovery and reflection on social media sites like YouTube. Our investigation revealed factors that affect users’ interaction and engagement with such a system. Our work has implications for future exploration into exchanging personalized recommendations with strangers.
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A DISTRIBUTION OF USERS WHO PASSED ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA AND SIGNED UP

Total 318 users signed up for our study. Figure 8 shows the demography of these users.

B NEED FOR REFLECTION AND INSIGHT QUESTIONNAIRE

These questions have been taken from Halttu et. al. [41].

B.1 Need for Self-Reflection

- I am not really interested in analyzing my behavior. (R)
- It is important for me to evaluate the things that I do.
- I am very interested in examining what I think about.
- It is important to me to try to understand what my feelings mean.
- I have a definite need to understand the way that my mind works.
- It is important for me to be able to understand how my thoughts arise.

B.2 Insight

- I usually have a very clear idea about why I’ve behaved in a certain way.
- My behavior often puzzles me. (R)
- Thinking about my thoughts makes me more confused. (R)
- Often I find it difficult to make sense of the way I feel about things. (R)
- I usually know why I feel the way I do.

C SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

- How do you typically use YouTube to find new content?
- How would you describe the benefits and limitations in the features provided by YouTube to find new content?
- Can you walk me through your recommendation feed? How did you use features [sharing video, setting persona, browsing OtherTube in OtherTube]
- What were your impressions when you saw strangers’ profiles and recommended videos?
- Could you describe any profile/recommended videos from the strangers during the study that stood out or were memorable to you? Why?
- How would you compare strangers’ recommendations to your YouTube recommendation?
- Would you continue to use OtherTube after the study? If so, what would be the purpose/motivation? If not, why not?
- Among the features provided in OtherTube about choosing your persona, what was important for you to present about yourself to others?
- How would you describe the features offered by the tool to share/remove recommended videos from your feed?
- What concerns would you have regarding sharing your profile and recommendation?
- Is there anything else where the tool should be more transparent about?
Figure 8: Demography of the participants who passed screening criteria and signed up for the study.

- Other than using the plugin, was there anything that you had to do and you have not done regularly for this study?
- What did you like about the tool? What did you not like about the tool? Do you have any suggested changes on the tool for us to improve it?